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About This Game

It is based on an Indian legend and is the first arcade game based on Indian Miniature painting style and is playable by all age
groups. In this story-based adventure game, the prince and the princess meet, fall in love and the Prince braves the world of

exotica to win the love for Princess. This Indian game explores the realms of a culture which is hardly touched by usual video
games and had won the Best PC game Award at FICCI BAF Awards 2010 in Mumbai. It is now being released on Steam.

Game Features:

A fun, fascinating and a forgiving game play.Game is easy to learn but hard to master.Exquisite hand painted 2D Art in
Indian Miniature Painting style.Cute & adorable characters having their own personality & AI.14 different enemies and
15 stages with 4 exotic locations.An incredible soundtrack immersing the player in the game.5 different upgradable
arrows and the ability to control the prince both with mouse and keyboard or mouse only or keyboard only depending
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upon the user preferences.

 The Legend of Vraz is an epic love story where Prince Vraz is in love with Princess Avi and in order to marry her has to
successfully perform five tasks set by the Princess Avi's father.

Seems Simple? It sounds simple, but this Indian game is loaded with challenges at every level thanks to Vizier of Kund who
plans marry the Princess and take control of the Kingdom. This game will propel the players to utilize their reflexes and mind in

the best possible manner and is a respite from the violence usually seen in other games. The five tasks of the game include
winning 100,000 coins or gold of equivalent value, finding the brightest red rose, the diamond studded heart, a traditional sword

and a traditional horse.

The Legend of Vraz is an elegantly simple game which is easy to learn but difficult to master! Any enthusiast who plays it will
enjoy it and would want to play again and again to master it and it has already won thousands of fans worldwide with its classic

mix of Prince of Persia and Mario meets India theme.
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Title: The Legend Of Vraz
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Zatun
Publisher:
Zatun
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3-3220 CPU @ 3.30 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 510

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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